Make security simple for your small business

Potential benefits

• Enable a fast, private browsing experience and defend users against malware hosted on the internet

• Powers productivity by blocking time-wasting or inappropriate websites

• Protect against malware and phishing attacks delivered via email and collaboration applications like Microsoft 365, MS Exchange, Teams, SharePoint, OneDrive, and Google Workspace

• Relieves the burden on lean in-house technology teams by allowing security experts from AT&T Business to handle deployment and day to day management

The small business security paradox

The world as we know it has changed — and so has your business. This new way of doing business requires the ability to connect from any device, anywhere. Many small and medium businesses (SMBs) are adopting cloud-delivered applications and services for the first time as they deal with the sudden upsurge in remote users working from multiple devices. This flexibility has led to enhanced productivity. That’s the upside.

The downside is that multiple cloud services and devices leave SMBs more vulnerable to cyber threats. Ransomware and phishing attacks are on the rise, along with the costs of a security breach. The expense of security solutions and dedicated specialists put resource-constrained SMBs at a disadvantage in the face of an expanding, highly distributed attack surface.

Simple, multi-vector threat protection

Resource limitations aside, perhaps you think you’re too small to be a valuable target for cybercriminals. Many small business owners believe that they’ll be okay without security upgrades because hackers will limit their focus to enterprise targets for their wealth of customer and financial data. But SMBs maintain these types of high-value data, too. Without robust security policies and controls to protect them, attackers are driven to pursue the path of least resistance.

As a fully managed service, AT&T Secure Workforce with Check Point secures small business networks without large upfront costs or dedicated headcount investments. Up to three security products are consolidated into a single solution for you. You can protect users, applications, and data, against unauthorized access and malware, wherever your team conducts business.
AT&T Secure Workforce with Check Point: Robust, cost-effective security for your small business

AT&T Secure Workforce with Check Point offers scalability, flexibility, and choice to small and midsized businesses with up to three robust security products available in a single, fully managed solution. Available components include:

• **AT&T Email Security with Check Point** protects user mailboxes and productivity applications. It helps prevent sensitive data leakage by circumventing phishing attempts and blocking malicious links or attachments.

• **AT&T Secure Web Gateway with Check Point** preserves productivity and reduces risk by ensuring that the websites users visit are both safe and appropriate for the workplace.

• **Protected browsing** inspects 100% of SSL traffic in-browser for secure, fast, and private internet use. It easily prevents malware downloads, phishing attacks, and credential reuse while blocking user access to malicious or inappropriate websites.

### Individual security solutions

- AT&T Email Security with Check Point
- AT&T Secure Web Gateway with Check Point

### Value bundles

- Protected browsing + Email security
- Secure web gateway (SWG) + Email security
- Protected browsing + Secure web gateway (SWG) + Email security

### AT&T Managed Services

From small business to the global enterprise, AT&T Managed Services offers scalable networking and security solutions designed to meet your unique needs. With more than 2,000 cybersecurity experts, dedicated account teams, global reach including deployment, configuration, maintenance, and help desk support, you can count on us.

### Why AT&T Business?

Choosing the right cybersecurity solutions can be challenging. Evolving technologies and threats continually redefine the digital landscape. We deliver the right fit of insights and guidance, so you feel confident in your ability to drive outcomes and defend your network.
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